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ESG Lab Reports 

The goal of ESG Lab reports is to educate IT professionals about data center technology products for 
companies of all types and sizes. ESG Lab reports are not meant to replace the evaluation process that should 
be conducted before making purchasing decisions, but rather to provide insight into these emerging 
technologies. Our objective is to go over some of the more valuable feature/functions of products, show how 
they can be used to solve real customer problems and identify any areas needing improvement. ESG Lab's 
expert third-party perspective is based on our own hands-on testing as well as on interviews with customers 
who use these products in production environments. This ESG Lab report was sponsored by Unisys.  
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Introduction  

This ESG Lab Validation report documents hands-on testing of the Forward! by Unisys™ and NetApp Storage 
solution. Testing was focused on ease of management, security, and predictable performance.  

Background 

When it comes to IT priorities, the needs of business-driving, mission-critical applications remain “Job #1.” These 
applications and processes are usually afforded environments that offer the highest levels performance and 
availability while ensuring complete protection and security. Unfortunately, that often results in higher costs and 
more complex management for these tier-1 applications.  

According to ESG’s 2014 IT Spending Intensions Survey, the considerations that were most-cited by respondents as 
being important for justifying IT investments for the next year to senior managers were return on investment, 
reduction in OPEX, and business process improvement (see Figure 1).1 Senior managers recognize the critical 
importance of IT, but are looking to invest in solutions that improve both the financial and operational portfolios of 
the business. 

Figure 1. Top Eight Most Important Considerations for Justifying IT Investment 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2014. 

This incongruity between the needs of mission-critical applications and the desires of business managers results in a 
quandary:  Is there a way for organizations to provide for the requirements of mission-critical applications while still 
reducing costs, improving ROI, and streamlining business processes?   

 

                                                      
1 Source: ESG Research Report, 2014 IT Spending Intentions Survey, February 2014. 
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http://www.esg-global.com/research-reports/2014-it-spending-intentions-survey/
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Challenges 

Although organizations originally kept their “crown jewel” applications on mainframes, over time, they moved to 
proprietary UNIX platforms (e.g., Solaris, HP-UX, AIX) as the latter became highly secure and able to deliver high 
performance. Mission-critical applications today are typically hosted on their own physical UNIX servers, with a new 
server added for each new application.  

The virtualization revolution has enabled organizations to run certain applications as Windows and Linux virtual 
machines (VMs) consolidated on x86 servers—delivering the benefits of lower costs, flexibility to move workloads 
between servers, and agility to deploy and scale easily. However, because VMs share the resources of the physical 
machines on which they reside, the virtualized applications compete for CPU, memory, and storage I/O resources. A 
single VM that gets extremely busy can hog the resources, starving other VMs of the performance they need. In 
addition, some organizations worry about the potential security vulnerabilities of shared environments.  

For these reasons, organizations tend to keep mission-critical applications on dedicated physical servers. Hosting 
these applications on individual servers provides them with performance that is predictable and the security that 
comes from physical isolation, but, as a result, they continue to experience server sprawl, higher costs, and slower 
deployment. 

The Solution: Forward! by Unisys with NetApp Storage  

Forward! by Unisys is an integrated computing platform that uses secure partitioning to deliver the predictable 
performance and security that mission-critical applications deployed on dedicated, often proprietary servers are 
accustomed to, while enabling application consolidation on lower cost x86 servers. The solution enables agile, VM-
like containers that can be quickly deployed from predefined blueprints. 

Forward! by Unisys  

Forward! by Unisys is an integrated computing stack that enables mission-critical applications—from homegrown to 
Oracle and SAP to Hadoop—to be deployed and consolidated on Intel servers, where they can enjoy the agility and 
cost reduction of VMs without the vulnerabilities and unpredictable performance. Key components include: 

 Consolidation: Up to 6:1 consolidation of mission-critical applications. 
 s-Par® Software: Forward! by Unisys leverages its s-Par technology to carve up Intel server resources into 

partitions, creating secure “containers” for each application. Each Unisys Intel server with s-Par software is 
called an Enterprise Partitionable Platform (EPP). Within each EPP, individual partitions have dedicated 
CPU, memory, and I/O; the dedicated resources ensure both security and predictable performance for 
individual applications. Partitions can be sized to meet specific application needs. 

 Fabric Management: This enables simple, unified system management using a catalog-based GUI with role-
based controls. 

 High-speed Interconnect: Platforms and the partitions are inter-connected with secure, 56 Gbps InfiniBand 
enhanced with media-agnostic software; the underlying connection technologies are hidden from 
applications and operating systems.  

 Operating Systems: Forward! by Unisys supports Windows and Linux, which can be hardened and pre-
configured for faster deployment and improved maintenance. 

 Unisys Stealth™ (optional): This option adds innovative software-based security helping eliminate the 
threat of cyber-attack before it becomes one. Stealth increases enterprise-wide data protection by making 
communication endpoints undetectable to unauthorized users and securing data-in-motion across any 
network. 

NetApp Storage 

NetApp unified SAN/NAS solutions provide virtualized storage with tiering to ensure optimal data access at the 
lowest cost. These solutions deliver the high availability, redundancy, and non-disruptive operations that mission-
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critical applications require, using scale-up and scale-out storage with common management tools and 5x9s 
reliability. Each Forward! by Unisys s-Par leverages dedicated, secure storage partitions that are sized for capacity 
and performance.  

NetApp arrays include integrated data protection; storage efficiencies that can reduce capacity needs by 50% 
(deduplication, compression, snapshots, thin clones, and thin replication); and non-disruptive operations in 
clustered systems. Customers can mix and match within the Forward! by Unisys stack to optimize storage for 
various workloads, using the following NetApp solutions: 

 Fabric-attached Clustered Storage (FAS): Hybrid Flash/HDD is designed for performance at scale for mixed 
workloads. The Data ONTAP storage operating system ensures non-disruptive scaling, and enables Storage 
Virtual Machines (SVMs) for secure isolation with QoS for workload prioritizing, a perfect match for s-Pars 
and COIs. Storage nodes are paired for high availability in clusters up to 24 nodes and 68PB, and are 
connected with redundant, dedicated 10GbE.  

 E-Series: Hybrid Flash/HDD is designed for data-intensive workloads, maximum bandwidth performance, 
high IOPS, and extreme density, and can leverage Data ONTAP or SANtricity OS for SAN partitions. 

 EF-Series: All-flash arrays deliver transactional performance of 1,000 15K RPM HDDs in 2U of rack space 
with response times less than 1ms and can leverage Data ONTAP or SANtricity OS for SAN partitions. 

Figure 2 shows an overview of the test bed used. On the left is the rack containing the integrated Forward! by 
Unisys stack. At the top are two Stealth security devices. Eight EPPs are shown in blue in the top and bottom halves 
of the rack. In the middle are dual InfiniBand switches, dual LAN switches, and dual Forward! by Unisys 
Management nodes. The EPP nodes are SAN-connected to a NetApp FAS cluster with Data ONTAP 8.2. 

 

Figure 2. Forward! by Unisys with NetApp Storage Solution Overview 
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ESG Lab Validation  

ESG Lab performed hands-on evaluation and testing of the Forward! by Unisys with NetApp Storage solution at a 
Unisys facility, in Reston, Virginia. Testing was designed to demonstrate ease of management, security, and 
predictable performance using industry-standard tools and methodologies. Also of interest was an exploration of 
the synergy of the combined solution.  

Ease of Management 

This section of the Lab Validation report is intended to demonstrate the ease-of-use of the Forward! by Unisys with 
NetApp Storage solution. It focuses on the experience of an administrator and covers some of the common tasks 
that an IT professional might conduct on a regular basis. It also examines how those tasks are completed via the 
Forward! Fabric Manager (FFM) interface.  

ESG Lab Testing  

ESG Lab began ease-of-use testing by logging into the web-based FFM user interface. Figure 3 shows the summary 
view of the test environment from the manage systems tab in the FFM interface. On the left is the single Forward! 
chassis (PEPP2) and the six s-Par partitions deployed on it. As shown in Figure 3, there are four Windows 2012 
partitions and two Linux partitions. Displayed on the right is the platform status bar chart. The chart provides an at-
a-glance summary of the environment. The green bar in the platform status chart indicates that a single, healthy 
running Forward! chassis is in the test environment. Just to the left of the manage systems tab in the upper 
navigation bar is the events tab. The Lab used this page to monitor environmental information during validation. 
The events page allows for easy sorting and review of important information like system login attempts and 
partition provisioning activity as well as system errors and warnings.   

 

Figure 3. Fabric Manager Summary View 
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Next, ESG Lab used the FFM provisioning wizard to commission a new s-Par partition in the test environment. From 
the manage system page, the Lab highlighted the Forward! chassis (PEPP2) to expose the commission partition tab. 
ESG Lab then used this selection to launch the partition provisioning wizard. A blueprint was then selected for the 
partition. Under the partition detail tab, a computer name was then assigned. Next, the mappings tab was used to 
define the partition location, size, and internal LUN size. Figure 4 shows the partition configuration detail from the 
mappings tab view.  

Figure 4. Partition Commissioning Process 

 

 

As shown in Figure 4, a new small Linux partition on Chassis-C was in the process of being commissioned with two 
CPU cores, 20 GB of memory, two NIC ports, one HBA, and 100 GB of internal storage. The Lab then clicked on the 
partition attributes tab to assign login credentials, and then the finish tab to review the settings and deploy the 
partition. The Lab then assigned external SAN-attached NetApp Storage to the running partition for subsequent 
testing.  
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Lastly, from the NetApp Data ONTAP System Manager interface, ESG Lab used the volume move wizard to test an 
important storage feature. As shown in Figure 5, the Lab leveraged the wizard to dynamically and non-disruptively 
move a SAN volume from one NetApp aggregate to another. This process can be used to move existing storage 
volumes to disk sets with different attributes as performance needs change. As shown in Figure 5, the Lab moved a 
volume on NetApp aggr3_SAN to aggr_SSD_200GB while an Iometer workload was actively running on the system. 
The resulting process moved the volume from an aggregate of physical spinning SAS drives to an aggregate of solid-
state drives.  

Figure 5. NetApp Volume Move 

 

 

 

Why This Matters  

The use of integrated computing platforms continues to increase due to its strong ties to private cloud 
deployments and server consolidation efforts. And organizations often look to integrated solutions over traditional 
provisioning and virtualization approaches because of the simplified initial deployment, ease of ongoing 
management, and condensed time to value these solutions are designed to deliver.2  

ESG Lab validated that Forward! by Unisys with NetApp Storage was truly intuitive and easy to manage and deploy. 
The solution can be initially ordered with a pair of chassis and scaled up to 16 in a single rack. The FFM user 
interface made it easy to provision server partitions and the combined Forward! by Unisys/NetApp solution made 
adding additional storage capacity a snap.  

 

 

                                                      
2 Source: ESG Research Report, Trends in Private Cloud Infrastructure, April 2014. 

http://www.esg-global.com/research-reports/trends-in-private-cloud-infrastructure/
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Security and Hardening  

Solution security and hardening are a group of features built into the Forward! by Unisys architecture and 
expanded via the combined Forward! and NetApp solution that makes it possible to deliver application security and 
isolation capabilities typically only attributed to physical server environments. To achieve this, Forward! by Unisys 
leverages its secure deployment functionality, OS-level network hardening automation, and most importantly, the 
secure isolation of the s-Par partitioning architecture.  

ESG Lab Testing  

ESG Lab started its exploration of the security and hardening features with a whiteboard review of the architecture 
itself. Figure 6 shows the key components of the Forward! by Unisys portion of the solution. Two Fabric 
Management (FFM) nodes act as console switches, providing access to s-Par partitions over the isolated and secure 
management network.  

Figure 6. s-Par Security and Hardening 

 

The Lab logged into an existing Forward! environment using an FFM node and navigated the GUI options. Next, the 
Lab clicked on the Commission Partition tab in the GUI to start the provisioning process. A small Linux partition with 
dedicated CPU, memory, and I/O resources was created on an EPP node leveraging a predefined blueprint 
template. As shown in Figure 7, the Forward! s-Par software keeps the partition isolated from other partitions in 
the environment by working with the EPP node firmware and assigning dedicated resources. During the 
commission process, ESG Lab chose not to initially configure any user-facing network interfaces. We were able to 
do this because the FFM nodes act as console switch, providing access to the partition over the isolated and secure 
management network identified by the dashed line in Figure 6. Before configuring user access, ESG Lab confirmed 
that the automated best practice hardening scripts ran on our Linux s-Par. We validated this by viewing a number of 
network configuration files to make sure recommended security setting were applied. For high-speed partition-to-
partition communication, the Forward! by Unisys platform leverages InfiniBand both within and across chassis. This 
feature adds tremendous flexibility for deploying high-performance multi-tiered applications and the InfiniBand 
network is completely segmented from the Ethernet network for added security. 
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Next, ESG Lab shifted to the task of provisioning additional Fibre channel SAN-attached storage capacity to the 
newly configured Linux partition. The Lab leveraged a NetApp FAS3750 with Data ONTAP 8.2.1 for the additional 
capacity. As shown in Figure 7, the Lab used the Data ONTAP SVM feature to create logical storage arrays from a 
physical clustered NetApp environment for each of the Forward! partitions. The SVM abstracts the physical storage 
connection to the host, enabling a federated storage infrastructure while still providing flexibility on the back-end 
storage.  

 

Figure 7. Extended Security and Hardening with NetApp 

 

 

With NetApp, data volumes can be dynamically and non-disruptively moved from one NetApp aggregate to another 
or from one filer to another. ESG Lab used this feature to dynamically move a running OLTP workload from a SAS 
configured aggregate to an SSD aggregate for improved performance. The NetApp FAS Data ONTAP storage 
environment also offers a storage QoS feature. The Lab used this feature to set I/O and throughput limits on one of 
the SVMs in the test environment. This feature can be very useful in a consolidated environment that needs to 
support enterprise applications. With storage QoS, an administrator can set I/O performance limits for lower 
priority applications. This helps enhance the predictable performance characteristics of the Forward! by Unisys 
platform by eliminating the chance of a less important application interfering with a business-critical application at 
the storage level. 
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Lastly, ESG Lab confirmed that Unisys Stealth is supported on the Forward! by Unisys platform. Stealth can be 
deployed at the s-Par level or even extended beyond the walls of Forward! to external users. Stealth can be 
leveraged to build internal and external groups of users and endpoints called Communities of Interest (COIs) and 
even encrypt data in motion between the users and partitions. As shown in the middle of Figure 8, a pair of Unisys 
Stealth devices were added to the Forward! environment and used to set up a COI between a client on the left and 
two partitions on the right. Figure 8 shows that the Stealth agent was installed on the yellow and blue EPP server 
partitions and on one of the clients. The yellow- and blue-dashed lines represent the secure connections between 
the Stealth-enabled client and partitions. With Stealth COI, a user can see all three partitions and has secure access 
to the human resources and finance application partitions. The standard user can only see and access the file and 
print partition.  

 

Figure 8. Stealth Security Option  

 

 

Why This Matters  

Consolidation of compute resources through virtualization continues to increase. However, security vulnerabilities 
in shared operating environments still create barriers when enterprise applications enter the picture. As a result, 
organizations often look to integrated solutions instead of traditional provisioning and virtualization approaches 
because of the security and predictability these solutions are designed to deliver.  

ESG Lab confirmed that Forward! by Unisys with NetApp Storage provides the platform, features, and tools 
required by those wishing to consolidate enterprise applications while still maintaining the characteristics of their 
current physical, dedicated, and captive infrastructures. It does this based on an architecture designed to keep 
integrated resources (network, partitions, and storage) isolated for predictable results while still providing the 
agility and flexibility required for consolidation. 
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Predictable Performance 

Forward! by Unisys with NetApp Storage was designed with a goal of delivering predictably fast performance for a 
mix of application workloads sharing a consolidated IT infrastructure. Unisys s-Par technology creates isolated pools 
of compute, storage, and network resources that minimize the impact of “noisy neighbor” workloads and lower the 
overhead of a consolidated application infrastructure. Forward! by Unisys also increases the performance of 
consolidated applications with a high-speed internal InfiniBand network between s-Pars. 

ESG Lab Testing  

ESG Lab compared the performance of applications consolidated with a traditional hypervisor with Forward! s-Par 
with NetApp Storage. Simulated application workloads were used to compare consolidation overhead and the 
impact of noisy neighbors. The bandwidth and latency of the InfiniBand connections between s-Par partitions 
deployed within the same physical server and on different physical servers were also tested. 

As shown in Figure 9, consolidation overhead was first measured using a database query workload that was 
simulated with the industry-standard Iometer utility. A growing number of concurrent users was simulated by 
increasing the number of outstanding I/O requests from one to 64 for an 8KB sequential read workload. The results 
are depicted in the response time throughput curve diagram shown in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9. Stress Test, 8KB Sequential Read  

 

What the Numbers Mean 

 The Forward! s-Par was 21% to 38% faster than the industry-standard hypervisor (faster response times).  
 Forward! by Unisys delivered up to 62% more overall performance than an industry-standard hypervisor 

(more IOPS). 
 s-Par performance scaled in a near-linear fashion compared with the industry-standard hypervisor, 

especially at high levels of concurrent activity. 
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Next, ESG Lab compared the performance for a mix of Iometer utility simulated workloads for a Windows s-Par with 
a Windows virtual machine. As shown in Figure 10, the Lab leveraged DSS and OLTP database, web server, file 
server, and Exchange workloads.  

Figure 10. Application Workload Characterization   

 

For Linux, the Lab used the Industry-standard vdbench utility to scale DSS database IOPS while comparing the 
performance results between Forward! s-Par and the industry-standard hypervisor. Figure 11 shows both IOPS and 
response times as I/O was scaled for each environment. 

Figure 11. Linux Scale Testing  

 

What the Numbers Mean 

 Mixed application workloads on Windows delivered 7% to 28% more IOPS with Forward! s-Par over the 
industry-standard hypervisor.  
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 For a DSS workload running on Linux, Forward! by Unisys produced 14% more IOPS and 12% faster response 
times over the industry-standard hypervisor.  

Next, “noisy neighbor” testing was performed by ESG Lab with an 8KB online transaction processing (OLTP) 
database workload. A modified version of the industry-standard Iometer utility reads memory in a loop as it 
performs disk I/O, and was used to simulate an application that consumes nearly all of the CPU (up to 98%) and 
high levels of storage activity. Figure 12 shows the performance data that was captured with the Windows perfmon 
utility.  

 

Figure 12. Noisy Neighbor Testing  

 

 

What the Numbers Mean 

 The Forward! s-Par performed 16% more OLTP database IOPS than a single virtual machine running over an 
industry-standard hypervisor.  

 The resource isolation and low overhead of the Forward! s-Par architecture limited the impact of simulated 
noisy neighbors. The Forward! s-Par delivered 43% more IOPS than the industry-standard hypervisor when 
the first noisy neighbor was introduced. The s-Par advantage jumped to 122% when three noisy neighbors 
were added. 

 As noisy neighbors were added, aggregate performance was capped for the industry-standard hypervisor 
(dotted red line) and the resource isolation of Forward! s-Par yielded near-linear performance scalability 
(dotted green line).  
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Lastly, ESG Lab audited the results of internal InfiniBand network testing where performance was measured at the 
socket level as multiple threads were used to deliver messages with a relatively large 64 KB packet size. A ping-pong 
tool was used to drive network traffic between Linux SLES11 s-Par partitions within a single chassis and between a 
pair of chassis. A subset of the results are shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 13. InfiniBand Network Performance  

 

What the Numbers Mean 

 Up to 2.6 GB/sec aggregate throughput was measured during single client/server testing. 
 Up to 4.8 GB/sec aggregate throughput was measured during four client/server testing. 
 Average latencies of 32 microseconds were achieved during testing with smaller 200 byte packets. 
 No application or operating systems changes were needed to leverage the low latency InfiniBand network.  

 

Why This Matters  

A bare metal hypervisor sits between the server hardware and the operating systems and the applications that rely 
on that hardware. As a result, the hypervisor introduces performance overhead compared to an application 
running alone on a physical server. Hypervisor overhead throttles the number of applications that can be deployed 
on each physical server, which increases cost and complexity. 

Predictable performance is a critical concern when a mix of applications shares a consolidated IT infrastructure. A 
burst of activity in one application (e.g., a long-running database query) can lead to poor response times, lost 
productivity, and, in the worst case, lost revenue for other applications sharing the same infrastructure. Over-
provisioning to limit the impact of this problem (a.k.a., the noisy neighbor effect) is a waste of time and money.  

ESG Lab confirmed that Forward! by Unisys with NetApp Storage increases the levels of consolidation and savings 
that can be achieved with traditional integrated computing platforms and industry-standard hypervisors. Forward! 
by Unisys with NetApp Storage performed faster and scaled higher (up to 38 % faster; up to 62% more scale), 
minimized the impact of a noisy neighbor (43% more IOPS), and transparently created a high-speed internal 
InfiniBand network with extremely low latency and high bandwidth (as low as 32 microseconds; up to 4.8 GB/sec). 
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ESG Lab Validation Highlights 

 ESG Lab validated the ability of the Forward! by Unisys infrastructure to serve as a consolidation platform 
for Linux and Windows hosts while still delivering predictable performance for their associated enterprise 
applications. We were pleased with the complementary features NetApp Storage brought to the solution. 
The platform supports E-Series, EF-Series, and FAS storage. 

 ESG Lab validated that the Forward! by Unisys platform was in fact easy to manage. The user interface was 
well laid out, easy to navigate, and displayed just the right amount of information on each page. We were 
able to easily monitor the status of existing partitions and resources and quickly provision new ones. It 
required only five wizard-guided steps for the Lab to commission a new Forward! s-Par. 

 ESG Lab confirmed that the solution was architected with security as a key element. The Forward! by Unisys 
platform leverages network segmentation; secure platform firmware; dedicated partition hardware 
resources via s-Par technology, secure low latency, and high-bandwidth (as low as 32 microseconds; up to 
4.8 GB/sec) InfiniBand chassis-to-chassis and partition-to-partition interconnection; pre-configured OS 
hardening scripts; and the ability to leverage Unisys Stealth networking technology. 

 ESG Lab compared the performance characteristics of the s-Par technology with that of an industry-
standard hypervisor. We confirmed an s-Par advantage, depending on the workload, of up to 38% faster 
and up to 62% more scale over that of the industry-standard hypervisor. The Lab conducted resource 
interference testing and found that Forward! by Unisys minimized the impact of a noisy neighbor by 
delivering 43% more IOPS with one noisy neighbor, and 122% with three noisy neighbors. 

 

Issues to Consider 

 Unisys has been delivering s-Par technology through its ClearPath offerings in the mainframe space for 
quite some time. However, this is a new initiative for them in the Intel space. Crisp messaging, focused 
execution, and detailed attention to new features will be required to develop a strong foothold in this 
highly competitive technology segment.  

 Though the Forward! by Unisys platform does not preclude you from using layered high-availability 
software components, ESG Lab hopes to see built-in HA on the Forward! by Unisys roadmap. ESG believes 
an HA solution would be beneficial at both the Forward! chassis level and between FFM nodes. 
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The Bigger Truth 

The x86 virtualization revolution has certainly changed the IT experience for the better. Consolidating multiple 
Windows and Linux applications with virtual servers can definitely save money on equipment and management. 
And the ability to move workloads around lets organizations be more flexible and respond to business conditions 
more quickly, and improves their ROI.  

Despite these benefits, however, many organizations have continued to hold back on virtualizing mission-critical 
applications for two reasons: 1) They are wary of security vulnerabilities in operating systems and shared 
environments, and 2) Consolidated virtual machines competing for physical resources can be denied the 
performance they require when other VMs get busy.  

Forward! by Unisys with NetApp Storage brings these two worlds together. It delivers the same hardened, secure, 
predictable performance environment of dedicated physical servers to mission-critical applications, but with the 
lower costs, scalability, and the flexibility of today’s virtual machines.  

ESG Lab validated that the Forward! by Unisys and NetApp Storage solution provides intuitive management, with a 
simple, wizard-driven process to commission secure partitions. Security is woven throughout the solution, and ESG 
Lab validated the ability to securely move volumes between NetApp resources. In addition, when compared with an 
industry- standard hypervisor, the Lab demonstrated more consistent and predictable performance, with no 
performance degradation when other partitions became busy.  

The IT vendor landscape is full of startups that flare up seemingly from nowhere. Some get acquired, a few hit the 
jackpot and become household names, and many just fizzle out. Unisys may not be the most talked about IT vendor 
today, but it is one of those tried-and-true companies with a storied reputation that began in the mainframe 
space—and really, what could be better if you’re looking for rock-solid security and predictable performance? 
Combine that with NetApp, one of the behemoths of the storage industry based on its leadership and reputation 
for quality, and you can be confident that the joint solution is worth a try.  
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Appendix 

Table 1. ESG Lab Test Bed 

 
Server  

Forward! Chassis Nodes 

FWD-EPP-G1 
Multi-core Intel Xeon E5-2667 CPU 
3.3 GHz 
140 GB Memory 

Forward! Fabric Version 1.1 

Storage 

NetApp  

FAS V3270 
Dual Controller 
1TB Flash Cache 
(16) 600GB 15K SAS Drives 

Data ONTAP Version 8.2 

SAN Switch 
Brocade 6505 
24 FC Ports 
8 Gbps 

Software 

Windows Windows Server 2012 

Linux 
SUSE Enterprise Version 11 
RHEL64 Enterprise Version 6.4 

Vdbench Version 5.04.01 

Iometer Version 2008.06.18 

s-PAR Test Bed Configuration 

Server 

(1) Unisys FWD-EPP-G1 node 
(4) Windows Server 2012 small s-Par partitions 
20 GB Memory 2 Processors per Windows partition 
(1)  SUSE Linux small s-Par partition 
20 GB Memory 2 Processors 
100 GB FC NetApp LUN  

Storage 
(1) NetApp eight drive SAS RAID-DP aggregate  
(1) 100 GB LUN per s-Par partition 
8 Gb FC connection between server and storage 

Hypervisor Test Bed Configuration 

Server 

(1) Unisys NEPP-G1 node 
(4) Windows Server 2012 virtual machines 
20 GB Memory 2 virtual CPUs per Windows VM 
(1)  SUSE Linux virtual machine 
20 GB Memory 2 virtual CPUs 
100 GB FC NetApp LUN 

Storage 
(1) NetApp eight drive SAS RAID-DP aggregate  
(1) 100 GB LUN per virtual machine 
8 Gb FC connection between server and storage 
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